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Dragon mania breeding time

Don't sell my personal information Languages: AR BR CH DE EN ES FR IT ID JP KR RU TR ZT Name Odds Expected TIME ELIXIR Time Left to Replicate: 8 months 23 days 23 hours 44 minutes See the results of breeding combinations and find out which dragon you are breeding using Dragon Mania Legends Reproduction Calculator! Select each parent
by clicking the dragon, and then calculate the replica results by clicking the Vatra icon between them. For more information, see FREQUENTLY about our replication computer. Do not sell my personal information do not sell my personal information Please disable Adblock to help Dragon Mania Legends Club! Game X Discord Dragon Mania Legends Contact
Dragon Mania is still the latest dragon breeding game on IOS and Android. Dragons can be bred using a combination of one element (basic dragons), two elements (generation 1 dragons) or three elements (generation 2 dragons). Each dragon is unlocked at different levels. Dragon base can be purchased from the market when it reaches the unlock ing
level. The breeding process in Dragon Mania is started at the breeding den, which can be purchased in the market once you have reached level 4. To create hybrid dragons (two elements and three dragon elements), you need to place two dragons in the breeding den. Reproductive time varies depending on dragons. Place the egg after breeding the dragon
in the nursery or sell it for money. Once the egg is hatched in the nursery, you can then place the baby dragon in the dragon element habitat. You have limited habitat spaces, so select your dragons wisely. Please check the rest of our mobile game guides if you have found this guide useful! Dragon Mania Dragon Reproduction Guide Index Basic Dragon
Mania Dragon Elemental Type Generation 1 Dragon Mania Dragon Hybrid Breeds Generation 2 Dragon Mania Dragon Basic Breeds Dragon Mania Dragon Breeds Dragon Breeds Basic Dragons do not require reproduction. Buy dragon egg from the market and hatch the egg in the nursery. Each dragon is associated with an element. Below is a list of Dragon
Mania dragon elements currently available in the game. Fire Wind Earth Water Plant Metal Energy Void Light Shadow Crystal RadiantGlacier Generation 1 Dragon Mania Dragon Breeds Generation 1 Dragon Mania Dragons can be created by breeding two basic dragons in breeding den. Earth Dragon Based Generation 1 Earth + Fire = Lava Dragon Earth +
Metal = Golem Dragon Earth + Shadow = Ash Dragon Earth + Water = Mud Dragon Earth + Wind = Dust Dragon Energy Base Generation 1 Energy + Fire = Lightning Dragon Energy + Ice = Tornado Dragon Energy + Plants = Sunflower Dragon Energy + Water = Eel Dragon Energy + Wind = Razor Dragon Fire Based Generation 1 + Earth = Lava Dragon
Fire + Energy = Lightning Dragon Fire + Light = Plasma Dragon Fire + Ragnarok = Dark Machine Dragon Fire + Void = Blueflame Dragon Fire + Water = Boiling Fire + Wind = Smoke Dragon Light Dragon Based Generation 1 Light + Fire = Plasma Dragon Light + Metal = Golden Dragon Light + Plant = Berry Dragon Light + Shadow = Storm Dragon Light +
Void = Archangel Dragon Light + Water = Rainbow Dragon Metal Dragon Based Generation 1 Metal + Earth = Golem Dragon Metal + Light = Golden Dragon Metal + Shadow = Armored Dragon Metal + Void = Magnet Dragon Metal + Water = Mercury Dragon Plant Dragon Plant Based Generation 1 Plant + Energy = Sunflower Dragon Plant + Light = Berry
Dragon Plant + Water = Melon Dragon Radiant Dragon-Based Generation 1 Radiant + Water = Spearhead Dragon Ragnarok Dragon Based On Generation 1 Ragnarok + Fire = Dark Machine Dragon Shadow Dragon Based Generation 1 Shadow + Earth = Ash Dragon Shadow + Light = Storm Dragon Shadow + Metal = Armored Dragon Shadow + Voi =
Doom Dragon Shadow + Wind = Cloud Dragon Void Dragon Based Generation 1 Void + Fire = Blueflame Dragon Void + Light = Archangel Dragon Void + Metal = Magnet Dragon Void + Shadow = Doom Dragon Void + Water = Rain Dragon Based Generation 1 Water + Earth = Mud Dragon Water + Energy = Eel Dragon Water + Fire = Boiling Dragon Water
+ Light = Rainbow Dragon Water + Metal = Mercury Dragon Water + Plant = Melon Dragon Water + Radiant = Spearhead Dragon Water + Void = Rain Dragon Water + Wind = I Dragon Wind Dragon Based Generation 1 Wind + Earth = Dust Dragon Wind + Energy = Razor Dragon Wind + Fire = Smoke Dragon Wind + Shadow = Cloud Dragon Wind + Water
= Ice Dragon Generation 2 Dragon Mania Dragon Race Generation 2 Dragon each possess three elements. There are two methods to create a generation 2 dragon. 1) Basic + Generation 1 2) Generation 1 + Generation 1 We found that method two has a higher chance of successfully reproducing the three elements. We have provided a sample of the
reproduction combination to help you get started. It should be noted that generation 2 or triple elementary dragons are harder to find, you almost always get a double elemental dragon instead. Simply keep on trying until you breed them all! Below are the contours of generation 2 dragon and its elements: Earth Dragon Based Generation 2 Earth + Fire +
Energy = Lynx Dragon (Possible combination: Golem + Lightning) Earth + Fire + Metal = Ironcast Dragon (Possible combination: Clay + Metal) Earth + Fire + Water = Clay Dragon (Possible combination: Lava + Boiling) Earth + Light + Shadow = Dragon Planet (Possible combination: Ash + Light) Earth + Plant + Water = Dragon Root (Possible combination:
Melon + mud) Earth + Plant + Wind = Seed Dragon (Possible combination : Dust + Plant) Energy Dragon Based Generation 2 Energy + Earth + Fire = Lynx Dragon (Possible Lynx combination: Golem + Lightning) Energy + Fire + Light = Phoenix Dragon (Possible Phoenix combination: Energy + Plasma) Energy + Fire + Metal = Meteor (Possible Meteor
Combination: Golem + + or Ironcast + Phoenix) Energy + Metal + Void = Dragon Machine (Possible Machine Combination: Magnet + Energy) Energy + Water + Wind = Tornado Dragon (Possible Tornado Combination: Energy + Ice) Fire Dragon Based Generation 2 Fire + Earth + Energy = Lynx Dragon (Possible Combination Lynx: Golem + Lightning) Fire
+ Earth + Metal = Ironcast Dragon (Possible Ironcast Combination: Clay + Metal) Fire + Earth + Water = Clay Dragon (Possible Clay Combination: Lava + Boiling) Fire + Energy + Light = Phoenix Dragon (Possible Phoenix Combination : Energy + Plasma) Fire + Energy + Metal = Meteor Dragon (Possible Meteor Combination: Golem + Lightning or Ironcast
+ Phoenix) Fire + Light + Wind = Tesla Dragon (Possible Tesla Combination: Smoke + Light) Light Dragon Based Generation 2 Light + Earth + Shadow = Planet Dragon (Possible combination: Ash + Light) Light + Energy + Fire = Phoenix Dragon (Possible combination: Energy + Plasma) Light + Fire + Wind = Tesla Dragon (Possible combination: Smoke +
Light) Light + Shadow + Void = Ghost Dragon (Possible combination : Storm + Void) Metal Dragon Based Generation 2 Metal + Earth + Fire = Ironcast Dragon (Possible combination: Clay + Metal) Metal + Energy + Fire = Meteor Dragon (Possible combination: Golem + Lightning or Ironcast + Phoenix) Metal + Energy + Void = Dragon Machine (Possible
combination: Magnet + Energy) Plant Dragon Based Generation 2 Plant + Earth + Water = Root Dragon (Possible combination: Melon + Mud) Plant + Earth + Wind = Seed Dragon (Possible combination: Dust + Plant) Plant + Shadow + Void = Poison Ivy (Dragon Possible combination : Plant + Doom) Plant + Water + Void = Nightshade Dragon (Possible
combination: Plant + Rain or Melon + Void) Plant + Water + Void = Vnom Dragon (Possible combination:) Shadow Dragon Based Generation 2 Shadow + Earth + Light = Planet Dragon (Possible Combination: Ash + Light) Shadow + Light + Void = Ghost Dragon (Possible Combination: Storm + Void) Shadow + Plant + Void = Poison Ivy Dragon (Possible
Combination: Plant + Doom) Shadow + Water + Wind = Winter Dragon (Possible combination: Shadow + Ice or Cloud + Water) Void Dragon Based Generation 2 Void + Energy + Metal = Dragon Machine (Possible combination: Magnet + Energy) Void + Light + Shadow = Ghost Dragon (Possible combination : Storm + Void) Void + Plant + Shadow = Poison
Ivy Dragon (Possible Combination: Plant + Doom) Void + Plant + Water = Nightshade Dragon (Possible Combination: Plant + Rain or Melon + Vid) Vid + Plant + Water = Venom Dragon (Possible combination: Void + Water + Wind = Dragon Mist (Possible combination: Tornado + Void) Dragon Water Generation 2 Water + Earth + Fire = Clay Dragon
(Possible combination: Lava + Boiling) Water + Earth + Plants = Dragon Root (Possible combination : Melon + mud) Water + Energy + Wind = Tornado Dragon (Possible combination: Energy + Ice) Water + Dragon (Possible combination: Plant + Rain or Melon + Vacuum) Water + Plant + Void = Dragon Venom (Possible combination: Water + Shadow +
Wind = Winter Dragon (Possible combination: Shadow + Ice or Cloud + Water) Water + Wind + Wind = Dragon Mist (Possible combination: Tornado + Empty) Wind Dragon Based Generation 2 Wind + Earth + Plant = Seed Dragon (Possible combination: Dust + Plants) Wind + Energy + Water = Tornado Dragon (Possible combination: Energy + Ice) Wind +
Fire + Light = Tesla Dragon (Possible combination : Smoke + Light) Wind + Shadow + Water = Winter Dragon (Possible combination: Shadow + Ice or Cloud + Water) Wind + Water + Vacuum = Dragon Mist (Possible combination: Tornado + Empty) See the table of dragons for all available breeding times and reproduction den for breeding options is the
main way to get Dragons. Reproduction is done by pairing two adult dragons (level 4 or higher) in the breeding den, the only place where dragons can breed. The amount of time it will take to breed a Dragon is determined by the elements and the type of the two Dragons being bred together and the Dragon, which will be produced from this reproduction.
Usually, the longer it takes to multiply, the rarer the dragon will be. Dragons with more advanced elements and a higher rarity will take longer to multiply and incubate. Reproduction times can range from 30 seconds for a Fire Dragon to 4 days for Divine and Ancient Dragons and are affected by VIP Status and various other factors. The basics of reproduction
[editing | editing source] Dragons must reach level 4 before they can multiply. Each parent will pass at least one of their elements to their descendants (unless exceptions arise). The classification of a Dragon does not affect the result of reproduction. Breeding lower-level dragons usually produces lower-rare chicks. Breeding top-level dragons usually
produces higher-rare chicks. Dragons that can be bred at any time will always be found in the Main Store. Some dragons are not normally obtained by standard reproduction. They can be granted through events or a variety of other methods, or can be offered for limited-term reproduction, as in the case of Dragon of the Week and Dragon of the Moon. In
addition, Chronos, Boss Dragons and Clan Dragons cannot be obtained through reproduction. Principles of reproduction[edit | source editing] When reproducing two Dragons, there is usually no guarantee of what Dragon will be obtained. The exception is when there is only one possible outcome for the resulting Dragon, it would be when using two single-
item dragons that are of the same element. An example of this would be to Fire Dragon + Fire Dragon, which can only lead to the reproduction of a Fire Dragon. Baby Dragons will usually inherit one or more items from each parent, except the Legendary, Divine and Ancient Dragons. Another exception is when using a Egg Relic, which gives Trainer the ability
to choose the result between two possible randomly chosen results for that combination for a period of 12 hours for all ongoing reproductions during this period. In addition, The Trainer cannot obtain, by reproduction, Dragons with elements that are higher than the trainer's level. For example, if the Trainer manages to get a Dragon Agent from the Dragon
League, and they are below level 15 (when the metal element is unlocked), they will be able to hatch the Dragon Agent and even race it with other Dragons, but the Dragon Agent will not pass the Metal Element (or The Void Element up to level 25) until the Trainer reaches level 15 , and you will be able to pass only the Earth element. Reproducing the same
pair of Dragons several times can lead to different results because the specific dragon that will hatch is chosen randomly based on the elements available by the mother dragons. Reproduction of two dragons of higher levels will increase your chances of producing a Dragon of higher rarity. Reproduction results for a particular Dragon or Dragon of higher
rarity may require many attempts at reproduction. The only exception is for Guaranteed-Breedable Dragons. These are the only dragons that can result from certain elementary pairs. The Possible Results of Reproduction Den option is a useful tool to determine what the result of a specific breeding can produce. Legendary, Divine &amp; Ancient Dragons[edit
| edit source] Legendary, Divine and Ancient Dragons act as wild cards for reproduction, but pass only one element from those that the user has unlocked by leveling. Only Basic Dragons and Bi-Elementary Dragons (except Sunflower Dragons, Mercury, Lightning, Magnet and Emperor) can be obtained by reproducing together two Legendary, Divine or
Ancient Dragons, regardless of whether any of their parents have any of their secondary elements unlocked. The item passed by one of the parents can be any element in the game, whether the parent possesses it or not (awakened or unarunzited), as long as the Trainer themselves have unlocked it through their level. In addition, these Dragons also do not
follow the principles of reproduction when it comes to being bred, as legendary dragons can be obtained either through specific combinations or through a limited reproductive event while some Divine and Old Dragons are only extremely rarely made breedable. When Legendary, Divine or Ancient Dragons are used as part of the combination for any form of
reproduction (e.g. Dragon of the Week, Dragon of the Moon, etc.), they do not have to have the secondary elements awakened to have a chance at the reproduction of that dragon. VIP Dragons [editing | editing VIP Dragons Reproduction is done just like Reproduction Normally-Breedable Dragons, the difference being that Trainer must be a certain VIP level
these Dragons can be bred or even purchased. In addition, they can only be increased while the VIP Status is active, regardless of whether the Trainer has the required VIP level. Once a VIP Dragon has been bred, it is removed from the possible results of any combination of reproduction, which means it will only be available for purchase or by any methods
other than reproduction. Incompatible combinations[edit | source editing] There are hundreds of different replication combinations to get different Dragons into the game. Therefore, some Dragons can be bred from several combinations of association. There are, however, a few dragons that cannot be bred together. These are: In addition, there are some
hybrid dragons for which a single Dragon element cannot be used when trying to obtain them. They can only be obtained by using hybrid + hybrid breeding combinations. These are: In addition, the five dragons above are the only ones specific to obtaining Breedable Legendaryies. Enchanted Breeding[edit | edit source] See Breeding Den for information
about upgrading it Reproduction of Spell Dragons can only be done according to a specific criterion. Specific dragons will need to be enchanted at certain levels and paired in preset combinations to get Enchantment Dragons. In addition to requiring a unique combination with different levels of enchantment, the breeding den will need to be updated to certain
levels in accordance with the desired dragon requirements. Limited-Time Breeding[edit | edit source] Limited-Time Breeding is any reproductive event or occasion whose sole purpose is to successfully reproduce one or more Limited-time Dragons in the time allotted with Dragon(s) being the reward. Tokens of Reproduction[edit | editing source] See Token
Dragons for all tokens of replica tokens to replica tokens are special elements that are instantly enabled when obtaining. They give the Trainer the opportunity to breed a Limited Dragon-Time for an indefinite or temporary period of time. These Dragons follow the same breeding principles as Normal-Breedable Dragons. Five breeding tokens are obtained from
the Dragon Collector Leaderboard, while others are obtained through events. Once a symbol is obtained, a confirmation screen will appear giving the trainer the option to close through the ok button or immediately move to Dragon Reproduction through the Go to Reproduction button. If you get a symbol for a Dragon that has already been activated by another
symbol, the period of time during which the Dragon is available for breeding will simply be extended. Once a Dragon with a permanent reproductive symbol was bred, it would be obtained through the Dragon Collector Leaderboard, it is removed from the possible results of any combination of reproduction, which means that it will only be available for obtaining
by purchasing or any methods other than reproduction. Events[edit | edit source] See Castle Events, Clan Events and Chain Breathing Events for more information and for individual Events Breeding Dragons is one of the ways to earn points in Castle Events and Arcade Events. During some clan events, completing different Clan Quests, among which
Breeding Dragons is one of the goals, will give the trainer elements needed to compete in these events. Chain replication events are events that provide the ability to multiply for some specific dragons in a preset order. Dragon of the Week[edit | edit source] See Dragon of the Week for more information For the duration of a week, a limited bi-elementary or tri-
elementary dragon, classified as rare or larger, is made available for reproduction by using two specific dragons. In extremely rare cases, a Legendary, Divine or Ancient Dragon can be made available as dragon of the week. Dragon of the Month[edit | edit source] See Dragon of the Month for more information For the duration of a month, a legendary limited
dragon is made available for breeding by using any Dragon that together has four specific elements. Flash Breeding[edit | edit source] For a very short period of time, usually only a few days, a Dragon is made available for breeding by using any Dragon that together has a certain number of specific elements. Currently, the only dragon to have been flash-
breedable at one time is the Dragon Lantern. Incubating[editing | editing source] See Incubating for more information Once two dragons are sent to the breeding den, they will multiply for a period of time to produce an egg. The eggs must be incubated in the incubator until they are ready to hatch. Once the hatching period is complete, the child can hatch from
the shell and be placed in one of the habitats or sold on the spot. Calculation of replication length[edit | source editing] The amount of time it takes for a Dragon to be successfully bred is determined by its elements and rarity, while an active VIP status of level 2 or higher reduces time by 20%. Time required (in hours) = (Rarity factor + elementary factor) * VIP
Factor Rarity Factor[edit | source editing] Elementary factor[edit | source editing] This applies only to elements of a dragon that do not require awakening. Thus, only the basic element applies to all these Dragons, because their secondary elements must be awakened. As such, all Dragons with that basic element have the same reproductive time, regardless
of their other elements. VIP Factor[edit | edit source] Active VIP (VIP Level 2 or later) = 0.8 Inactive Level 1 = 1 Examples[edit | edit source] The first example Boiling Dragon is classified as Common and possesses Fire &amp; Water Elements. Reproduction Time = ((2 + 2) + 0) * VIP Reproductive Factor Time = 4 * VIP Factor Thus, without VIP, VIP, The
breeding time is 4 hours while with VIP, the breeding time is 3 hours and 12 minutes. The second example of Storm Dragon is classified as Epic and possesses The Wind, Energy &amp; Void Elements. Reproduction time = ((2 + 6 + 6) + 8) * VIP Reproductive Factor Time = 22 * VIP Factor Thus, without VIP, the breeding time is 22 hours while with VIP, the
breeding time is 17 hours and 36 minutes. Exceptions[edit | source editing] The following Dragons do not follow this formula and thus have their own replication time. Reducing time[editing | editing source] See reduced time for den reproduction for more information Apart from an active level 2 VIP Status, which reduces breeding time and incubation by 20%,
any ongoing reproductive time is also reduced by 6 hours whenever Chronosian seals are forged or Chronos power is used, and by 5 minutes for each Timer Boost received from visiting instructors. In addition, any individual reproduction is reduced by 8 hours whenever a replica relic is used. Entire reproductive time can also be accelerated in exchange for
gems. Finally, trainer could be offered videos to watch in order to reduce the ongoing replication time whenever the icon appears above the reproduction den. The option reduces the time by 30 minutes each time it is used. History[edit | edit source] Update 5.0 has changed Amoura's power, which means it no longer serves to reduce any ongoing replicas.
Update 4.7 introduced Replication Relic, a relic that reduces any ongoing reproduction by 8 hours, and Double Egg Relic, a relic that influences the outcome of a replication combination. Update 4.6 removed VIP Dragons, and Token Dragons with permanent breeding Tokens from the breeding pool where they have already been bred, which means duplicates
of these Dragons can now be obtained only by purchase or by methods other than reproduction. Update 4.2 made it possible for Dragons concerned with timed actions, would be participation in the Dragon Academy, exploration of ruins and other such processes, to be available for reproduction during these processes. As of this update, only Dragons that do
not meet the required level requirements and/or those stored in Dragon Valer are not able to multiply. The Breeding Helper function has been moved from the time-limited replica screen inside the replica den. Update 4.0 has introduced replication tokens. The Breed button has been magnified and the level 6 replica den image has been replaced by that of the
level 2. Update 3.7 has reintroduced watching videos again in exchange for a time reduction, but with slightly different visual graphics. Update 3.6 has interrupted watching videos again in exchange for a time cut. Update 3.5 has reintroduced the option to reduce replication time by watching videos. Update 3.1 interrupted the option to reduce replication time
by watching videos. Update 3.0 introduced regular regular replication as well as the option to reduce the time to reproduce by watching videos. Update 2.8 replaced the image inside The Breed Button with that of Level 6 Reproduction Den. Update 2.6 introduced Amoura, a Dragon Clan that reduces any ongoing reproduction by 1 hour. Update 2.3 introduced
Enchanted Resulting as part of the Enchantment feature. Feature.
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